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Dreamspeaker
This edition of San Juan Islands Cruise Guide is a larger size
(8x10) and bigger (25 more pages) than our full color edition.
We have added sections on planning, packing, dinghies,
anchoring etiquette, and other cruising essentials. If you are
planning to visit the San Juan's by boat and are wondering
where to go, what to expect, and how to get there, this guide
is written for you. Written by a boater, and for boaters that are
planning to visit the San Juan's and surrounding area. All the
parks, resorts, marinas, cities and launching ramps are
included with reviews and suggestions to help fellow boaters
explore, cruise and boat camp. Look for the kindle version
and the full color print version The area from Bellingham to
Deception Pass, La Conner to Butchart Gardens and Victoria
to Friday Harbor is included. Favorite hikes and strolls
accessible only by boat are covered, bicycling and kayaking
suggestions too. Some parks and destinations are
outstanding, while others are not, this guide will arm you with
useful knowledge earned by the authors decades of
exploring, gunk holing and hiking the area. The somewhat
tongue and check articles display an honest assessment of
destinations for your benefit. It is clear throughout this guide
that the author wants to help you enjoy cruising the area and
has compiled what every Skipper and Admiral wants to know.
Notably, “Which parks have docks and bathrooms, and
where to buy food, fuel, and ice." Plus all the launching ramps
and marinas to help get you on the water. This is the special
expanded black and white edition with over 25% more pages
that includes boating, camping, and cruising essentials for
your next best vacation. Imagine yourself discovering unique
exciting places accessible only in your boat.
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Mac's Field Guide
GUNKHOLING IN SOUTH PUGET SOUND, A
COMPREHENSIVE CRUISING GUIDE FROM KINGSTONEDMONDS SOUTH TO OLYMPIA for all recreational
mariners. A definitive guide of where to go, what to do, & how
to improve the odds of getting there while having a great time
doing it. Includes cruising tips for power, sail, paddle boaters
& armchair cruisers; gunkholes (anchorages); where to go,
what to see; 290 photos, 109 charts; marine parks, moorages
& marinas; marine history & folklore, early explorations;
facilities & services, current details & tides, launch ramps,
restaurants & even latte stops. Follow in the wakes of Capt.
George Vancouver, Peter Puget, Charles Wilkes & other
explorers as authors chronicle their adventures while cruising.
A one of a kind book. Published in 1997, 352 pages,
appendix, 900 index entries, soft cover, $29.95. Fourth in the
Gunkholing series, including GUNKHOLING THE SAN
JUANS (being revised 1997), GUNKHOLING THE GULF
ISLANDS; GUNKHOLING DESOLATION SOUND &
PRINCESS LOUISA (revisions in 1998), planned
GUNKHOLING NORTH PUGET SOUND. Order direct from:
San Juan Enterprises, Inc., 3218 Portage Bay Pl. E., Seattle,
WA 98102; phone: 206-323-1315, FAX: 206-328-0067.

San Juan Islands
Detailed and timely information on accommodations,
restaurants, and local attractions highlight these updated
travel guides, which feature all-new covers, a dramatic visual
design, symbols to indicate budget options, must-see ratings,
multi-day itineraries, Smart Travel Tips, helpful bulleted maps,
tips on transportation, guidelines for shopping excursions,
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valuable
features. Original.
Mahina Tiare
"Local knowledge is pure gold for the cruising boater who is
venturing into unfamiliar waters--or exploring familiar waters
anew. Knowing what to expect takes some of the uncertainty
and anxiety out of breaking new ground, and adds
immeasurably to the safety and enjoyment of discovering new
destinations." --Duart Snow, former editor, Pacific Yachting A
short cruise north from British Columbia's Gulf Islands lies an
area of spectacular natural beauty. Desolation Sound and the
nearby Discovery Islands offer a seductive maze of
interconnecting waterways which encompass large tracts of
accessible wilderness that entice boaters and kayakers to
visit each year. Designed to complement official Hydrographic
charts, Dreamspeaker Cruising Guides feature over 100
nautically accurate and informative hand-drawn charts of
marinas and sheltered anchorages, ranging from safe allweather havens to secluded one-boat nooks and pristine
marine parks. Colour photographs illustrate safe approaches
and portray the area's scenic splendour while the easy-tofollow text provides local knowledge about each location, plus
tips to enhance your enjoyment--where to find the best spots
to anchor, share a romantic sunset, enjoy a fine alfresco
picnic, hike to a freshwater lake or locate a welcome hot
shower.

Diving the San Juans
Dreamspeaker Cruising Guide Series:
Vancouver, Howe Sound and the Sunshine Coast
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Designed as a companion to help boaters sail safely into one
of North America's most popular cruising areas, this book
offers charts, facts, and notes that wall enhance any boater's
enjoyment. It features more than 100 hand-drawn maps of
selected small boat anchorages, ranging from safe allweather havens to secluded picnic spots and marine parks.

Exploring Southeast Alaska
Robinson Crusoe Readalong
Moon San Juan Islands
Great for families, kids, educators, and amateur
naturalistsWaterproof and transportable for use in the
fieldMore than 400,000 Mac's Field Guides sold!Tape them
onto the deck of your kayak! Slip them into your pack! Keep
them handy for backyard use! No matter the weather or
terrain, Mac's Field Guides are the perfect wildlife
identification tool for the amateur naturalist, covering a wide
variety of subjects and regions in North America.Created by
Craig MacGowan, a teacher of marine science, these twosided, laminated cards contain detailed, full-color drawings of
flora and fauna as well as information on size and habitat or
region.

Still Loved by the Sun
* Paddling and boating routes in Washington's San Juan
Islands* Useful for finding boating routes to water-side San
Juan Island parks, as well as finding the parks from which you
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can go paddling*
Guidebook includes
driving directions
and
"find it at a glance" features of the routes and parks that
appeal to youAuthors Marge and Ted Mueller are known for
their intimate knowledge of the San Juans. In addition to
boating (including details on launches and anchorages), the
Muellers highlight opportunities for bicycling, camping, hiking,
picnicking, scuba diving, beachcombing, birdwatching, and
wildlife viewing. They offer their personal tips on when to go,
how to get around (the ferry system, simplified!), and how
best to enjoy the islands. Marge and Ted Mueller have
explored the Northwest's mountains, forests, and waterways
for more than forty years.

Learn to Sail the Hard Way
This is Charles Darwin's chronicle of his five-year journey,
beginning in 1831, around the world as a naturalist on the
H.M.S. Beagle.

Exploring Washington's Past
From Puget Sound to Ketchikan, AK, including the west coast
of Vancouver Island and now Haida Gwaii, this popular
annual guide provides complete information about marinas,
marine parks and fuel docks, U.S./Canada border crossings
and Customs, VHF radio requirements, and more. For each
cruising area, you'll find a list of charts needed, overviews of
the area, and detailed listings of moorage and fuel facilities.
There's text on anchorages, Local Knowledge, the "flavor" of
each area, some history, and comments on things to see and
do. Lots of maps and photos, too. (The Waggoner contains
150 maps and 375 photos.) The Waggoner's maps, showing
the coverage of each chapter, the harbors, and individual
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approach routes and facilities, and take much of the anxiety
out of entering a harbor for the first time. Maps of individual
marinas detail the entrances and markers, shoal areas, dock
layout, and location of the guest moorage and key facilities.
More than a catalog of listings and maps, the Waggoner is
praised as a "good read." The Waggoner is full of navigation
tips, weather lore, anchoring ideas, and local knowledge.
Serious sidebar features and descriptions explain tide-rips,
reversing tidal rapids, stern-tie lines, shellfish toxins, and
more. Lighter pieces and descriptions include the "lost-inthe-'50s" flavor of downtown Olympia; the proper attitude
while waiting at the Ballard Locks ("it takes as long as it
takes, and that's how it is"); and the discovery of a genuine,
fur-bearing trout (very rare) in Prince Rupert. These stories
are intended to entertain but also instruct, giving an "insider's
look" at hazards, joys, and just plain facts of Northwest
boating. The Waggoner includes "Green Pages" - reference
pages with conversion tables, Morse code, Beaufort Wind
Scale, VHF channels for Washington and B.C. waters. The
Waggoner also contains telephone listings for U.S. and
Canadian Customs, towing and emergency services.

Gulf Islands
Discover Washington with Moon Travel Guides! Whether
you're headed to top of the Space Needle or Mount Rainier,
explore the unique culture and rugged wilderness of the
Evergreen State with Moon Washington. Strategic itineraries
that can adapted for your budget and timeline, including day
trips from Seattle, excursions to the Olympic Peninsula or the
San Juan Islands, and a two-week tour of the entire state
Curated advice for outdoor adventurers, foodies, culture and
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history buffs,
more Can't-miss
and
unique
activities: Kayak across glacier-carved lakes, or explore the
sub-alpine forests and high-country meadows of Mount
Rainier National Park. Spot wild black bears and spotted
owls, or head out to sea to witness migrating gray whales.
Wander the pebble-strewn beaches of the Pacific Coast, get
to know the charms of Tacoma and Bellevue, and explore the
history of aeronautics at the Museum of Flight. Savor
Seattle's vibrant culinary, music, and arts scenes, grab a
world-renowned cup o' joe, or taste your way through
Washington wine country Expert insight from Seattle local
Matthew Lombardi Honest advice on when to go, how to get
around, and where to stay, from secluded forest cabins to
historic hotels and coastal B&Bs Full-color photos and
detailed maps throughout Focused coverage of Seattle, the
Olympic Peninsula and the Coast, the San Juan Islands and
North Puget Sound, the North Cascades, Mount Rainier and
the South Cascades, the Columbia River Gorge and Wine
Country, and Eastern Washington Thorough background
information on the culture, landscape, climate, and wildlife,
plus handy recommendations for international visitors,
traveling with kids, LGBTQ+ travelers, and travelers with
disabilities With Moon Washington's practical tips, myriad
activities, and local know-how, you can plan your trip your
way. Spending more time in the city? Try Moon Seattle.
Hitting the road? Check out Moon Pacific Northwest Road
Trip.

Dummy Entry Fine Edge SEAK
Fully revised and updated in 2016! Just south of Vancouver in
Washington State lies a distinctive island triangle known
locally as the San Juans. This enchanting cluster of islands
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offers boaters
the pleasure of cruising
in safe and protected
waters while enjoying the diversity and individual personality
of each island. The allure of the San Juans lies in the short
distances between destinations, the ease of provisioning, the
wellmaintained marinas and the friendly charm of the villages
and towns, beautiful beaches, lakes, shaded forest walks and
intriguing historic sites.

A Cruising Guide to Pudget Sound
The most accurate and comprehensive guide for
Washington's coastal waters, from Anacortes to Bellingham
and all of the San Juan Islands

Pacific Mexico
Bill Wolferstan's durable books of full-color guides describes
some of the most beautiful waters in the world. From snippets
of local history to details on marinas, anchorages, weather
trends, chart references, exploration tips and regional
geography, these books divide BC's premier cruising grounds
into three distinct regions: The Gulf Islands, and The
Sunshine Coast. New editions feature a wide array of new
color photographs and updated information.

Gulf Islands Cruising Guide : Destinations,
Passages, Marinas, Marine Parks and
Anchorages in the Southern and Northern Gulf
Islands and on the Adjacent East Coast of
Vancouver Island
Fully revised and updated in 2016! Just south of Vancouver in
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Washington
lies a distinctive
triangle known
locally as the San Juans. This enchanting cluster of islands
offers boaters the pleasure of cruising in safe and protected
waters while enjoying the diversity and individual personality
of each island. The allure of the San Juans lies in the short
distances between destinations, the ease of provisioning, the
wellmaintained marinas and the friendly charm of the villages
and towns, beautiful beaches, lakes, shaded forest walks and
intriguing historic sites.

Mac's Field Guide to Northwest Coastal
Invertebrates
Traveling the islands by boat is everyone's dream. The crystal
clear water, ware cool breezes, incredible sailing, white sand
beaches, winding trails through tropical trees once shoreside,
and the friendly atmosphere found in the restaurants and
beach front bars. The list goes on and on.

Gunkholing in South Puget Sound
Puget Sound is one of the largest and most attractive cruising
grounds in North America, more varied by far than even
beteran cruisers expect--great natural harbors, breathtaking
scenery, and a mild climate that permits year-round cruising.
Here is the first comprehensive boater's guide to the almost
2,000 miles of shoreline and more than 300 islands that lie
between Washington's capital of Olympia and the Canadian
border at Point Roberts, including the San Juans. Veteran
Pacific Northwest cruiser and award-winning author Migael
Scherer brings more than 20 years of Puget Sound sailing to
this guide, offering intricate, hard-earned local knowledge of
the approaches, anchorages, and facilities of hundreds of
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Here also are insights into local history and attractions, and a
rating system that details every harbor and anchorage, how
and where to get ashore, and what facilities to expect. "A
Cruising Guide to Puget Sound" shows you not only where to
cruise but how to make your cruise safer and more enjoyable,
with a detailed discussion of weather, tides, currents, and the
effects of commercial shipping, logging, and fishing. Migael
Scherer is a graceful, meticulous, and observant writer whose
love and appreciation of all that Puget Sound offers rings
clearly. Here is her personal tour. From Olympia through the
San Juans to Point Roberts on the Canadian border and Port
Angeles in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, Puget Sound offers
nearly 300 islands and some 2,000 miles of shoreline. Here is
the definitive guide, including Tested piloting information, with
comprehensive details on approaches, anchorages and
moorage, getting ashore, and things to do Harbor and
anchorage ratings, including beauty and interest, protection,
and facilities-at-a-glance Advice on coping with tides and
currents, weather, commercial traffic, log booms, and other
navigational challenges Annotated chartlets Local history and
seasonal highlights "Everything a yachtsman's pilot ought to
be: shipshape and workmanlike in its approach, unusually
well written, very thoughtfully researched. . . . I wish you'd put
the price up to, say, $1,000, and thereby deter a few people
from discovering the anchorages that until now have been
quietly traded between friends."--Jonathan Raban "Simply,
every local boater should have a dog-eared, well-thumbed
copy of "A Cruising Guide to Puget Sound" as a permanent
feature in the nautical library."--"48 Degrees North" "This
would be a welcome addition to the library of any Puget
Sound sail- or powerboat owner. It could well become a hit
among landlubbers searching for that elusive Sound-side
getaway."--"The Seattle Times"
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San Juan Islands Cruise Guide
This illuminating account is a personal story, yet it reveals the
universality of Scherer's reaction to her trauma--the
flashbacks, nightmares, feelings of anguish, despair, and
vulnerability, inexplicably and maddeningly interspersed
among hours and even days of progress.

The San Juan Islands
Exploring the Inside Passage to Alaska
The most accurate and comprehensive guide for British
Columbia's coastal waters, from southeast Vancouver Island
(Victoria to Naniamo) and all of the Gulf Islands

Puget Sound
The most accurate and comprehensive guide for Mexico's
Pacific coastal waters, from Mazatlan to Chiapas

A Cruising Guide to Puget Sound and the San
Juan Islands
At last, actual routes-waypoint to waypoint, with a diagram of
each waypoint-from Seattle to Ketchikan! A first-of-its-kind,
this route guide covers the conventional ferry/cruise ship
routes northbound, as well as the Outer Passage, and many
remote inlets and passages preferred by small cruising boats.
The results of several years of on-site testing, this guide,
which sets the standard for all future route guides, is a boon
for skippers wanting a quick, accurate reference. Waypoints
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for each
step of a route
withExpanded
steering courses,
distance-to-go, and other critical data for helmsmen and
navigators. Proven Cruising Routes is a major breakthrough
in presenting clear and concise directions for navigating the
intricate passages between Seattle and Alaska. Each step of
the way complete steering information for the helmsman is
instantly available with instructions for every turn, the location
of every waypoint, magnetic and true courses to steer,
distances to go and detail maps of every waypoint and route.
Three years in the making, these two highly experienced GPS
navigators have combined efforts to describe each and every
waypoint to use when cruising between Seattle and southeast
Alaska. These are the routes they have used dozens of times
in plying the waters of the Inside Passage and their unique
and concise presentation of the technical information is as
user-friendly as it is exact and unambiguous. In Proven
Cruising Routes, their routes have been optimized for small
craft travel and the presentation is designed to alert a
helmsman when following or crossing shipping lanes,
separation zones, precautionary zones and other known
hazards within 400 yards of the route. Should the skipper
wish to follow another route, junctions are identified for
painless decision making. Proven Cruising Routes provides
an instant reference for the skipper who needs to knowquickly and clearly-the course to steer, the distance to the
next waypoint, or the presence of hazards in the vicinity.
Proven Cruising Routes will be an invaluable companion for a
skipper using GPS in any weather and visibility-giving both
the novice and the old timer an added margin of safety in
piloting these challenging waters.

The Voyage of the Beagle
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Make Your
Escape
with Moon Area
TravelExpanded
Guides! 'Island
time'
isn't just for the tropics: immerse yourself in evergreen
forests, rocky shorelines, and the glittering sea with Moon
San Juan Islands. Strategic itineraries ranging from a 10-day
best of the islands to a weeklong family camping trip Curated
advice for eco-tourists, honeymooners, families, animallovers, and nature buffs Detailed maps and full-color photos
throughout Activities and ideas for every traveler: Picnic on
cliffs overlooking the ocean or hike through flower-filled
meadows and along sandy beaches. Spot playful orcas and
visit the Whale Museum in Friday Harbor. Visit local island
farms filled with fragrant lavender or fluffy alpaca, or sip wine
or cider at island vineyards. Savor the flavors of the Pacific
Northwest at incredible farm-to-table restaurants, sample
oysters fresh from the sea, or browse your way through quirky
used book stores and funky antique shops The best spots for
sports and recreation, including whale-watching, sea
kayaking, sailing, fishing, hiking, birding, and horseback
riding, plus summer camps for the kids Expert insight from
former wilderness ranger Don Pitcher Honest advice on when
to go, how to get around, and where to stay, from romantic
B&Bs to stunning campsites Thorough information on the
landscape, climate, wildlife, and history Full coverage of San
Juan Island, Orcas Island, Lopez island, Shaw Island, Lummi
Island, Marine State Parks, and gateway towns such as
Anacortes, Whidbey Island, and Bellingham, as well as
nearby Seattle and Victoria With Moon San Juan Islands'
expert advice, myriad activities, and local know-how, you can
plan your trip your way. Hitting the road? Try Moon Pacific
Northwest Road Trip. Seeing more of The Evergreen State?
Check out Moon Washington or Moon Seattle.

Exploring the Pacific Coast
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Desolation Sound and the Discovery Islands
"Simply put, every local boater should have a dog-eared, wellthumbed copy [of this guide] as a permanent feature in the
nautical library."—48° North A Cruising Guide to Puget Sound
and the San Juan Islands has earned an outstanding
reputation for the accuracy of its piloting instructions, the
clarity of its writing, and the high quality of its information.
This second edition includes color photos and nautical chart
segments throughout, as well as: Approaches and
anchorages for hundreds of bays, harbors, and inlets—many
with annotated charts Weather, tides, currents, and
commercial traffic patterns Local history and attractions 240
full-color photos 75 color chartlets Larger size and lay-flat
binding for ease of use With at-a-glance ratings of every
harbor and anchorage, A Cruising Guide to Puget Sound and
the San Juan Islands is the definitive resource for Pacific
Northwest cruising. "Everything a yachtsman's pilot ought to
be: shipshape and workmanlike in its approach, unusually
well written, very thoughtfully researched."—Jonathan Raban,
bestselling author, Waxwings: A Novel and Passage to
Juneau "All the necessary nuts and bolts about navigating
local waters is found in A Cruising Guide to Puget Sound. . . .
A welcome addition to the library of any Puget Sound sail- or
powerboat owner."—Seattle Times "An elegant, beautiful book.
. . . For even those few boaters who think they know all Puget
Sound has to offer, this invaluable reference guide will
introduce them to hundreds of new places yet to
explore."—48° North "So complete that veteran cruisers will
discover cruising grounds they didn't know existed or didn't
consider navigable."—SAIL "An encyclopedic sailing guide to
area waters, written with exhaustive first-hand research to
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almost every
and inlet, and
complemented
a
remarkable series of maps, charts, and pictures."—Seattle
Post-Intelligencer "Well written and full of tantalizing
places."—WoodenBoat "A keeper for my 'to take cruising'
box."—Sailing "A monumental book that gives minute details
on every bay, waterway, and stretch of navigable salt water
from Olympia to Port Angeles, including the San Juan
Islands. It does an excellent job of explaining navigational
hazards and anchoring peculiarities at each point along the
way."—Bellingham Herald

Waggoner Cruising Guide 2014
Dreamspeaker Cruising Guide Series: The San
Juan Islands
A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico, 3rd Ed including the
Spanish Virgin Islands and the north coast ports of the
Dominican Republic: is the most comprehensive guide ever
written for Puerto Rico. Its 53 detailed, full-color charts
contain extremely accurate hydrographic data based on
personally conducted independent surveys by the author. It
also contains GPS waypoints and extensive navigational
instructions for the whole island chain, aerial photos of
principal harbors, approaches and routes, anchorages,
services, dive sites, history, index, bibliography and more. It
will greatly enhance your cruising experiences throughout the
islands by offering you valuable information based on local
knowledge. Features: New Completely Updated Third Edition
of this Pavlidis Guide! New Full-color Aerial Photos All
Original Charts Based on Personal Surveys Conducted by the
Author Extensive Navigational Instructions, and GPS
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Waypoints
Coverage
Area: Culebra
Boqueron
La
Parguera Gilligan's Island Ponce Salinas Palmas del Mar
Fajardo Vieques San Juan The Mona Passage Puerto del
Rey Marina Dominican Republic North Coast Ports

The San Juan Islands
Great for families, kids, educators, and amateur
naturalistsWaterproof and transportable for use in the
fieldMore than 400,000 Mac's Field Guides sold!Tape them
onto the deck of your kayak! Slip them into your pack! Keep
them handy for backyard use! No matter the weather or
terrain, Mac's Field Guides are the perfect wildlife
identification tool for the amateur naturalist, covering a wide
variety of subjects and regions in North America.Created by
Craig MacGowan, a teacher of marine science, these twosided, laminated cards contain detailed, full-color drawings of
flora and fauna as well as information on size and habitat or
region.

A Cruising Guide to Puerto Rico
This completely all-new revision of the best-selling classic,
Exploring the Inside Passage to Alaska, increases focus on
Southeast Alaska, offering hundreds of new anchor sites,
expanded descriptions and additional waypoints to guide
small craft sailors through one of the world's best cruising
grounds. Almost completely protected, these waters give
access to pristine wilderness of breathtaking beautythousands of islands, deeply-cut fjords, tidewater glaciers and
icebergs. The Douglasses, who cruise to and from Alaska
every year, supply skippers with all the up-to-date local
knowledge they need. An expanded edition of the acclaimed
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standardAnd
for Alaska-bound
vessels.
The San Juan Islands, Afoot & Afloat
A traveler's guide to Washington state, focusing on historical
sites. Sections on various regions describe local history, with
entries on towns and sites offering information on festivals,
museums, and historic districts. Contains b&w photos, and a
chronology. c. Book News Inc.

Anchoring at Catalina
Explore the most southerly and protected boating region in
the Pacific Northwest with the Yeadon-Jones as they travel
below 48i1/2 North to Puget Sound, from Port Townsend to
Olympia, Lake Washington and Hood Canal. Written in their
signature personal style and illustrated with colourful handdrawn shoreline plans of selected marinas and boat
anchorages, this guide will direct boaters to well-maintained
marinas, peaceful state parks, protected anchorages and
welcoming waterfront communities.

Cruising the Virgin Islands
Presents boating guides for the waters in and around the
Pacific Coast, from San Diego to Seattle, with coastal day trip
itineraries and tips for select harbors and towns.

Cruising Guide to the Virgin Islands
Frommer's Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands & the San Juan
Islands has all the information you need to plan a great trip to
this four-season destination on Canada's idyllic west coast.
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It's all here:
real scoop on the
best
B&Bs on Vancouver
Island, inspired shopping in Victoria, plus numerous other
ideas for exploring the cuisine, adventure and natural beauty
of some of the world's most popular islands. Throughout the
guide will be Frommer's trusted insider perspective, complete
with detailed reviews, suggested itineraries, and extensive
advice on how best to create your perfect holiday.

Proven Cruising Routes
Frommer's Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands
and San Juan Islands
These popular cruising companions offer charts, tips and data
that will enhance the enjoyment and safety of any voyage.
The guides feature informative and charming hand-drawn
shoreline plans of selected marinas and small boat
anchorages, ranging from safe all-weather havens to
secluded picnic spots and marine parks. Intended to
complement official hydrographic charts, the Dreamspeaker
Cruising Guides accurately pinpoint both popular and littleknown highlights in BC and Pacific Northwest coastal waters
that every sailor, power-boater or kayaker should know.
Written in the personal style of a boater's logbook, the
accompanying text provides vital information about featured
locations, plus notes on recreational activities for adults and
children. Here you will find the best spots to anchor your boat,
share a romantic sunset, enjoy a fine meal, pick blackberries
in season--even locate a welcome hot shower or cappuccino!
Aerial photographs illustrate safe approaches to the
destinations, while full-colour scenic photographs showcase
the splendour of the Pacific Northwest Coast.
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A Dreamspeaker Cruising Guide
Eleven-year-old Peter, uncommunicative and tough, winds up
in an institution for delinquent boys. Pursued by constant fear
of an unnamed evil, he escapes the institution, running deep
into the forests of British Columbia. There Peter encounters
an old Indian, the Dreamspeaker, who, through powers of the
Indian spirit world, helps him face his fears. But for Peter, it
may be too late.

Fodor's Puerto Rico
The definitive guidebook for anchoring at Santa Catalina
Island. Includes approaches and hazards; how to anchor bow
and stern; how to use a single anchor; local knowledge for
each cove; chart details and photos to help you pick the best
spot

Moon Washington
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